Angler Gaming’s CEO Thomas Kalita sells shares for SEK 106 M,
confirms continuing commitment to the Company
After the publication of Angler Gaming’s Q4 2020 and year-end report, during 18th and 19th February 2021 Angler
Gaming’s CEO Thomas Kalita have sold 3 901 603 shares in the Company at the average price of SEK 27,1750 (total
value SEK 106 026 062). After this sale, Thomas Kalita still holds, via a company he controls, 4 000 000 shares in Angler
Gaming plc.
Thomas Kalita comments: ”I commenced working for Angler Gaming plc in 2014 as a consultant (senior strategic advisor), with the plan
to turn the company around within two years. I enjoyed this project so much that I stayed beyond that period, dedicating more time and
effort to it over time. By now I have been involved with Angler Gaming for 7 years, the last 2 acting as its CEO, driving great financial
performance and overall company development together with my highly skilled and experinced colleagues, who really inspire me with their
enthusiasm and ’can do’ appoach.
I am firmly committed to Angler Gaming and still own 4 000 000 shares, which are the only publicly listed shares I hold. I intend to continue
in my CEO role as long as I perform well and have the trust of the Board of Directors. As this will require for me to continue being in Malta,
it is time for me to stop renting property in there, which I have done for the last 15 years, and buy my own house in Malta. A large part of
the proceeds from the sale of shares will, in fact, be used for the property purchase.”
The notification of the above transactions in securities of Angler Gaming plc by a person discharging managerial responsibilities has been
made to the Malta Financial Services Authority (MFSA) in accordance with Art 19 of Regulation 596/2014 (MAR).
For further information please contact Angler Gaming’s CEO Thomas Kalita at thomas.kalita@anglergaming.com or via mobile: +356
9966 2000.

